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ABSTRACT

Local fields arising from the electronic distortion in perfect ionic

crystals are described in terms of multipolar excitations. Field factors for

the alkali halides and chalcogenide ions are found to differ significantly

from the Lorentz value of Uir/3, the correction size following an exponential

dependence on the difference in Ionic radii. Local fields are only slightly

modified by these corrections hovever, and together vith the Clausius-Mossotti

relation may be regarded as accurate to within 2% if the Lorentz value is

adopted.
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I. IDTRODUCTIOtf

Improvements over the past years in the methods for calculating

properties of many electron systems have stimulated a first principles approach
1-2

to obtaining the polarizability of ions In ionic crystals . These quantities

are quite sensitive to the shape of the electron distribution ana their calcu-

lation requires a careful account of details in the effective potential as well

as numerical accuracy. Once polarizahilities are obtained the standard test i3

to compare them with semi empirical values extracted from optical data through

the use of the Clausius-Mossotti relation . One finds that calculated values

yield indices of refraction that differ by as much as 30Si from experiment.

The question then arises of whether it is the Clausius-Mossotti relation that

induces to error, or whether the theoretical polarizabilities need further

improvement.

The validity of the Clausius-Mossotti relation in crystals has been

previously questioned by several authors . In fact a rigorous proof of it

is still lacking, save for the simplest model in which the linear response to

an external field is accounted for by pure dipole polarization of individual

ions. The perturbation field at an ion site Is then the external field plus a

reaction component that is the same at all sites. This model Ignores the finite

extent of the ion as well as Ita ability to react to the external field through

higher order polarization. If one goes beyond the dipole approximation however,

the local perturbing field at a cation site is different from that at an anion

site. This was pointed out first in an earlier paper where as a solvable model

a lattice of conducting spheres in an external field is considered. In this

model the local field factors weighting the strength of the reaction field at a

given site differ significantly from the point dipole value of ^ TT /3 when

the radii of the spheres in the two different sublattices are unequal . Simple
rt

dipole-octupole coupling In true ions yields the same result . The overlapping

of charge distributions in neighbouring cells also modifies the local field

factors although the effect seems to be small In highly ionic compounds where
9-11

the overlap is itself small7 .

In this paper we derive an expression Tor the static local field factors

arising from electronic distortion that is exact provided that the Ion response

can be represented by localized multipolar excitations. Based on numerical

results for the alkali halide and chalcogenide crystals ve argue that the local

field at an ion site, be it a cation or an anion, is modified only slightly
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I I . THE WCAL FACTORS

We consider two interpenetrating.sublattxces of., anions and cations

labelled A and C respectively, in ao External field E in the z-direction

v&Lch is assumed to. be a main crystal axis. The perturbing potential In the

eeU. centred, at the origin has the form

V *••-

• Sere .$ , . arises from .tire, distortion -in the- change- distribution at ceil j

find -Ehe prime in the sua'jjjdlcrates-.tlifrt. tfere-tfeil st-tbe. origin" i j to tie omitted'.

A-s a result tHe el-ectroaic ch*rga is reSiatribut^d i t tfte lartrter i-n sucti a vay

that i t acquires self eonsi stentoy - Him sautte distortion in like-ceils that giire

ris-e to ( l ) . The perturbing potential lattices a dipole Moment at the central

cell but i t also excites higher order polariiabilities since i t is very non

uniform in this cell. This means that the multipole moment of order Jl.ra

of an ion, say, of type cr

is in general non zero. Here p Is the charge density of the ion which ve

assume well localized so that the integral extends over a veil-defined cell

that contains the ion entirely and none of the neighbours charge. If instead

of ions one speaks of cells, this model is s t i l l true, only that the moments

(2) would not be as easily obtained from a first principles calculation. Using

a multipolar expansion for the field in the cell centred at the origin one

then arrives at the following expression for the reaction field contained in

(1) (Appendix),

IM, j J

For defiaitness we have taien the site at the origin to be- of A-type. Since

we are dealing vlth two sublattices that polarize differently, a summation index

o that can be either A or C has been included. The coefficients B are

purely geometric and their explicit form ia given in the Appendix.

Because the perturbing potential depends on. the momentsj the charg*

distortion itself will depend on the multipole polarization. This turns (2)

into a set of relations.betveen the qj . For low enough fields first order

p*arturbatiQ» theory yields the expression

where matrix elements and energies refer to an unperturbed A-lon and the

contribution of all ground state, orbitals has been made expli-clt through a

summation over the ipdex g. To obtain the relation "between the

momenta we have introduced the potential (l) referred to an A-cell, V . For

closed shell ions only the L = *, M » m term in the spherical harmonics
12

expansion of the potential contributes , and one gets

(3)

where the multipole polarlzability of the A-ion comes out as an overall factor

and is given by
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We note that thiB definition for the polarizability has teen taken here for

convenience of notation and that there are factors involved in relating it to

other definitions. For instance, for the usual dipole polarizability a,

defined as the ratio of the dipole moment to the uniform component of the

local field one has <xd = j^ a 1 Q . The quantity In parenthesis In (3) is the

local field component effective in exciting the Jt,m - pole moment and must

not he confused with the complete perturbing fieia. Thus, for dipole polar-

ization it includes the uniform component of the field only whereas for

higher order polarization it includes derivatives of the electric field vith

. respect to spatial coordinates, Eq. (3) constitutes a set of non-homogeneous

linear equations that can he easily solved by iteration. One obtains in this

way for the dipole moment in the direction of the external field p A 1^

where we have adopted the formal notation

/ - T ' ' r -

where

- (6b)

q

It?

„•(-)

vhere n^ is the density of species 0 and P is the macroscopic polarization

of the same species. The prime in the summations indicate that terms with

!•' = 1, m' = 0, etc., are to he excluded. As expected the induced polarization

gives rise to terms in the local field that are proportional to each sublattice

dipole polarization and our expression gives an explicit form for the

corresponding local field factors weighting the contribution of each sublattice.

It is convenient to rewrite these factors in the more compact form

The physical Interpretation of our result then follows easily. The uniform

external field is only capable of exciting the dipole polarizability of the

closed shell ions. Once it is established however, the point like dipole

moments that form at each site produce a non uniform electric field within

the ionic cell. This field is capable of exciting higher order multipole

moments which themselves modify the local perturbing field. A full self

consistent evaluation of these effects therefore involves a coupling of multi-

poles to all .orders as exhibited in (6b). The T"*V
T ,„, represents the

effect of the L,M nultipole at anion of type p, on the moment of order L',M'

at a v-ion. Thus T^J Q for exaiaple displays the direct action of the dipole

polarization of sublattice A on the dipole moment of ions in sublattice C.

This is the first term in the series (6b) and its contribution to the local

field factor is the usual Lorentz value of kti/'i that leads to the CM relation

{Appendix). The second term in (fib) gives the action of the dipole moment at

sublattice T on that at sublattice a through intermediate higher order

polarization of both sublattices, as indicated "by the sura over £' , m1 and

cr'. The third term represents the action through/intermediate higher order

polarization, and so on.
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One can easily verify the symmetry of the local field factors under

exchange of indices as required by thermodynemie arguments . It suffices

to show it for the general term in the expansion (6"b) vitli the aid of the

symmetry property with respect to exchange of indices in the factors (Appendix],

Eq. ( M , and the fact that the. indices m', m", etc. cover an equal range of

positive and negative integers.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The alkali-halide and chalcogenide crystals are highly ionic to a

varying degree and they provide good systems in which to test the relative

importance of correction terms arising from polarization higher than dipole.

Earlier work on a lattice of conducting spheres allowed the consideration of
'7

arbitrarily high multipole excitations , For real systems however polariza-

bilities have been reported up to octupole only, so we are limited to this

order in evaluating the local field factors. Using free ion values for the

octupole polarizability Mahan has reported values for the first order

correction . We here use crystal polariza-bilities and include higher order

corrections involving the octupole moment.

We have calculated the B coefficients appearing in the expansion (6)

for the local field factors in the NaCl crystal structure. In centrosymmetric

lattices all coefficients of even L or L' and M or M' not a multiple of k

vanish. The dipole polarization thus does not couple with multipoles of such

orders and the leading corrections come from the excitation of the octuple

moment. For crystals of the CsCl structure the results are similar and are

not worth reporting here.

Table I shows a few low order coefficients. In order to visualize

better the convergence properties of the series (6) we have chosen to display

them in terms of a parameter t that equals half the nearest neighbour distance.

Since a polarizability of index L appears always as a- factor and is

expected to scale as the L + 2 power of the Ionic radiu3, convergence is

controlled by the numerical coefflcents as tabulated. The numbers are small

and we expect that in compounds where the anion and cation radii are similar,

that ia r
 A>*

 r
 c ** b, corrections to the Lorentz factor will be also small,

whereas if one ion is much bigger than the other so will be its polarizability

and the correction 13 enhanced.

-7-

Our results for the alkali halide and chalcogenide crystals are given

in tables II and III, respectively. Entries are In units of the Lorentz value

of I* ir/3 so that an entry of l.OO means no correction at all and 2.00 for

instance, a lOOit correction. The main contribution comes from the simple

octupole coupling contained In the first sum in (,6b). Double and triple octupole

coupling coming from the second and third sums account for up to 10$ and 3%

of the total correction, respectively. Inspection shows that field factors

are enhanced by the octupole polarization of like ions and somewhat decreased

in unlike ions. This comes from the different sign of the geometrical factors

Involved.

The cation-cation correction is quite large, increasing with anion

size. In the alkali halides the largest value is for Lil, a compound that

combines the smallest cation with the largest anion. When ion radii are about

equal on the other hand, the correction approaches aero. Fig. 1 is a plot of

L in units of It it/3. as a function of the difference between cation and

anion radii Ar • r, - rc, where the Pauling values for the ionic radii have

been used. All alkali-halides are found to fall close to the curve

L = 1.0 + 0.I3ET e.
cc (7)

The universal character of this behaviour is a strong indication that the

radii difference controls the local field correction. The same fit with

opposite sign In the exponent is ooeyed by L^, For the chalcogenide

crystals a similar fit Is obtained If the coefficient and exponent in (7) are

replaced by 0.3 and 1.7, respectively.

The large relative size of the cation-cation correction arises from

the intermediate polarization of the anion sublattice. To lowest order the

interaction may be described in terms of the dipole at the cation site

exciting the large octupole polarizability of the anion which In turn acts

hack on the dipole through the local field where the cation sits. Anions and

cations are nearest neighbours so the effect la additionally enhanced if the

cation is small since its centre then lies close to the anion thus making the

interaction back and forth more intensive. The anion-anion correction through

polarization of the cation is also favoured by geometry but results in a small

correction due to the small polarizability of the latter. Finally, the cation-

anion terms are disfavoured by geometry since they involve the Intermediacy of

a next nearest neighbour.

-a-



The o.= a1 column in Table I."may also be used in evaluating local

field corrections in mono-atomic la t t i ce* . We have calculated tile local field

fartor* for the i w r t gas crystal* and hare found a positive correction to the

LtwetLt.1 value, vhien i s of opposite sign- to the result reported for overlapping
a

charge distributions . The correction is however Very small amounting to less
than 2% in a l l cases, .

are small and we may keep Just the leading terms, which yield for suhlattlce A

i-fCxA>f)
(10)

IV. TH£ LOCAL FIELDS

Our results shown on Tables II and III are remarkably similar to those

previously attained by use of tSi= v_ry crude model of a lattice of perfectly

conducting spheres', the difference for most compounds being Just a fev percent.

This is not fortuitous and is due to the scaling of the quantum mechanical

polarizabilities vith anion size vhieh ta roughly similar to the scaling for

conducting spheres. More accurate valuefl for the oetupole polarlzabilitles

than-those used here would change our numbers somewhat but the essence of our

results will remain unaltered.

The local field effective in polarizing sublattice u ai obtained from

(5) is

-A
'it*. ~A.r (8)

where
a

y??? whereu and o can be either A or C. Noting that P

X* is the dipole polarijability per unit volume of the o-ions we may solve

(8) to obtain for sublattice A

(9)

with the corresponding expression for sublattlce C. The first factor is the

Lorenti field, ratio that results from, sett ing In (9) L = 1IJ/3, and t be

quantities t •: I - •^i are the multipolar corrections to the local field"

factors. We have seen in See. Ill that these are largest for the cation-cation

coupling and for a cation small compared to the companion anion. But the

smaller the cation, the smaller its polarizability so that the large value of
C

* „ is counteracted by a small factor x • This compensating feature is

responsible fox the. very: small effect on the local .field of the aultipolar

correction. Unlefta one. i» interested. in an accuracy of1 better than 2% it is . .

therefore safe to ignore these corrections in highly ionic perfect crystals.

The game statement holds for the Clausius-Mossotti relation, th«tt is a. direct

consequence of (9) if all field factors are given the Larentz value of h n/3.
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and a similar expression for sublattiee C. Use of a set of polariaabilities

such aB the TKS values and the local field factors in tables II and III allows

then an evaluation of the size of the multipolar corrections to the Lorentz

field. We get for all cases a correction of less than 2%, To see how this

comes about we may expand (9) in a power series in the quantities x- These

-9- -10-



The potential at a point i » Cr, 6. f) in the cell centred at the
; origin due to. the charge diatribut ipn at cell-J may be expanded in terms of
multipoles in the form ' .

v - y
4

where ? - Sj «» {Rj, 5 , ?,) , R teing- tn=. lattice vector at site j . To

.ua«oupXe the coordinates of tbe two vectors we use the identity

expand the inverse distance using spherical harmonics and vith the aid of the
further identities

valid for t > n, Jml 4 H-n and

A.
T ^

valid for Jt *• p, - I 4 m $ «.-2p ve obtain

-11-

vhere the f i r s t s-ua. runs for i *-fc' and fin + B ' | S t - I 1 . When performing

the summation over J only tiro »J«cl.M of moltipo-le noinwta .need be. conaiderftd

vhich may b« acoouet:ed for by neons of »n index c ' which stands for A

(artion si te} or C (cation s i t e ) . Replacing i by i + I' and m: by ffl-m-1

we obtain for the multipolar field at a s i t e a

vith

where the lattice sum runs over sites in sublattice o' and the origin is at

a site of type a. It can be easily checked that this coefficient is symmetric

with respect to an exchange of primed and unprimed indices provided the signs

of m and m' are changed. For the case t = 1' • 1, m = m' = 0 the formula

gives

-12-



B -4?
[0/0

5tte flj -

V
since the lattice sum is the usual field at the origin due to a lattice of

ill
point dipoles of unit strength and density n ,•

TABLE I. Coefficients ^t,H,

of the lattice constant.

t n e N a C 1 structure. * is one quarter

L

1

3

3

5

5

7

H

0

0

0

0

It

0

L'

1

1

3

1

1

1

M'

0

0

0

0

0

0

a

tt
-0.

-0.

-0.

0.

0.

. a>

,/3)2n

079/b5

058/b7

021/h7

oi6A»T

005/b9

1.

0.

0.

0.

0.

* / 3 ) 2
n

lU6/b5

219/b7

O8O/b7

o6i/b7

030/b9
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TABLE II. Local field factors for the alkali hfilides that crystalize In

the HaCl structure. Entries are in units of ^ • C and A

refer to the cation and anion, respectively.

TABLE I I I . Local field factors for cnalcogenide Ions. Entries are as

in Table II.

"CC "AC

LiF

LiCl

LIBr

Lil

MaF

KaCl

NaBr

Nal

KF

KC1

KBr

KI

RbF

HbCl

EbBr

Rbl

CsF

CsCl

CsBr

Csl

1.1*2

2.0T

2.1(0

3.11

1.20

1.6k

1.87

2.30

1.09

1.32

1.1*7

1.75

1.07

1.25

1.37

• 1 . 5 9

l.oU

1.17

1.28

1.1*5

1.00

1.00

1.01

1.01

1.01

1.01

1.01

1.01

1.07

1.02

1.02

1.01

1.15

1.05

1.0U

1.03

1.32

1.11

1.10

1.06

0.97

0.93

0,91

0.87

0.99

O.96

0.9k

0.92

0.99

0.97

O.96

0.95

0.98

O.98

0.97

0.96

0.97

0.98

0.97

O.96

CC AA AC

MgO
MgS

MgSe

CaO

CaS

CaSe

SrO

SrS

SrSe

Ba.0

BaS

BaSe

1.92

3.50

U.07

1.6l

2.51*

2.95

1.1*1*

2.ll*

2.1*5

1.33

1.83

2.09

1.01

1.01

1.01

1.05

1.02

1.02

1.11

l.Ol*

1.01*

1.27

1.10

1.08

0.9*1

0.83

0.79

0.95

O.89

0.86

0.95

0.91

0.89

0,9k

0.92

0.90

PISUHE CAPTION

Dependence of tfee ca t ion -ca t ion l o c a l f i e l d fac tor on the difference in ionic

radii of the anion and cation, ir

line follova Eq. (7).
CC is in units of 1» ir /3. The
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